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The Life Cycle of a Crocodile 2011-01-01

learn how the crocodile lives
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Discoveries of a Crocodile Man 1982

it is about an orphan girl called tambudzai tambudzai stays with her grandmother the two live in abject poverty manifested by a
monotonous diet of sadza thick maize meal porridge served with wild vegetables or mufushwa dried cowpeas leaves as relish everyday
to break the monotony tambudzai goes out fishing in a crocodile infested mighty save river she catches a lot of fish she is attacked by a
crocodile the crocodile drags her across a pool in the river and into a tunnel that leads to its nest the crocodile dumps into its nest what it
thought was a corpse to feed its young ones the young crocodiles hungrily attack tambudzai trying to tear off some flesh from her body
tambudzai recovers consciousness and kills all the young crocodiles she burrows her way out of the crocodile nest in a bid to escape on
coming to check on its young ones the mother crocodile finds them all dead it follows tambudzais foot prints and crawls out of the nest
through the same hole tambudzai had made and used once outside it sees tambudzai and it goes after her to avenge for the death of its
young ones tambudzai tries to quicken her step but she cannot run fast because her leg was broken during the attack tambudzai is saved
by some dogs that were chasing a duiker the duiker passed between the crocodile and tambudzai the dogs saw the crocodile and attacked
it this gave tambudzai a chance to escape from the jaws of the crocodile

Imagine You are a Crocodile 2003

follows the life of a nile crocodile as she grows up
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The Jaws of a Crocodile 2014-05-27

introduces young readers to the life cycle of a crocodile

A Crocodile Grows Up 2007

text written from the animal s perspective helps teach kids about life as a crocodile

Crocodiles 2007-01-01

two beady eyes peek out of the water is it a crocodile or an alligator they may look similar but these two reptiles have many differences
including where they live and the shape of their snout let s find out what fearsome creature is really lurking below the water and
explore their differences the engaging text and stunning photos are perfect for early learners

I Want to Be a Crocodile 2015-08

winner of the 2018 lucien stryk asian translation prize the english language premiere of qiu miaojin s coming of age novel about queer
teenagers in taiwan a cult classic in china and winner of the 1995 china times literature award an nyrb classics original set in the post
martial law era of late 1980s taipei notes of a crocodile is a coming of age story of queer misfits discovering love friendship and artistic
affinity while hardly studying at taiwan s most prestigious university told through the eyes of an anonymous lesbian narrator
nicknamed lazi this cult classic is a postmodern pastiche of diaries vignettes mash notes aphorisms exegesis and satire by an incisive prose
stylist and major countercultural figure afflicted by her fatalistic attraction to shui ling an older woman lazi turns for support to a circle of
friends that includes a rich kid turned criminal and his troubled self destructive gay lover as well as a bored mischievous overachiever
and her alluring slacker artist girlfriend illustrating a process of liberation from the strictures of gender through radical self inquiry notes
of a crocodile is a poignant masterpiece of social defiance by a singular voice in contemporary chinese literature
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Is It an Alligator Or a Crocodile? 2021-08

she loves a man who loves crocodiles this huge predator is a source of pure terror inside the man she sees his spirit and the predator in
equal shares now it seeks to possess her too could he have hurt others is she next she is a visitor far from an english home she must
escape she gets away but it pulls her back now locked in a cage this other being her only company what can she do she loved a man but
a part of his soul belongs to a crocodile love and terror two parts shared had he hurt others girls whose photos she finds she knew she
must escape she fled from him but could not leave this spirit behind now it possesses her too it draws her to itself she finds herself
locked in a cage with only this demon for company where can she safely go susan is an english backpacker who goes on a holiday to
outback australia she meets a charming man is drawn into a passionate affair and travels with him into the remotest parts but all is not as
it seems he has a fascination with crocodiles they are his spirit totem ancestor she realises he is dangerous and may have harmed others
finally she escapes but the consequences follow her and the thing she thought she had left behind is trying to take over her mind this
box set contains the first two books of the crocodile spirit dreaming series just visiting and creature of an ancient dreaming set in the
outback of australia it is an impossible love story about blinding love and then loss and pain which follows when it is suddenly ripped
away

Notes of a Crocodile 2017-05-02

a crocodile egg ends up in the nest of mother shoebill s a bird from the nile river bank with a large beak shaped as a shoe when the eggs
of mother shoebill hatch one of the hatchlings has yellow eyes and very sharp teeth what will happen will the chicks be in danger with
their brother crocodile

Spirit of a Crocodile 2016-08-01

looks at the ways that alligators and crocodiles are different as well as how they are similar looking at their physical features behavior
and where they live
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Little Croc Keeps His Promise 2011-08-01

is a crocodile s favourite thing doing ballet while dressed as a princess or maybe it s eating a dirty pants sandwich or what about riding a
car made out of a sausage there s silliness galore and a twist in the tale when dinnertime comes for our croc

Can You Tell an Alligator from a Crocodile? 2013-04-04

imagine if a crocodile came to stay in your house what might he get up to what would you feed him where would he sleep discover
amazing and unusual facts about crocodiles in this hilarious picture book with humorous scenarios and everyday comparisons young
readers can relate to this is the perfect introduction to the life of a crocodile jam packed with animal facts and information kids will love
the friendly and colourful artwork in this delightful non fiction book

What is a Crocodile's Favourite Thing? 2016-06-07

aimed at children aged three and upwards the i am a series provides a fun way to learn about nature each animal tells the reader about
themselves including where and how they live what they eat and all about their babies

Could a Crocodile Play Basketball? 2003

readers learn how all alligators are crocodiles but all crocodiles are not alligators readers will also discover how the members of the
reptilian order called crocodilians are distinct from one another fun facts and vibrant photographs will have even the most reluctant
readers engaged with these scaly animals

I Am a Crocodile 2013-01-15

short stories for children designed to help kids learn how to read and learn to love reading now available in epub format snappy
crocodile tales is a reading alone reader perfect for children who are proficient readers these short stories for children develop the habit
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of reading widely for both pleasure and information dk reads proves that good reads build great readers from birth to king of the river
follow the adventures of a crocodile meet the amazing wildlife of australia and learn further facts about fascinating but deadly crocodiles
snappy crocodile tales is part of the new dk reads series a three level reading scheme of short stories for kids that helps children become
confident readers featuring engaging and illustrated topics interactive aspects such as diaries and games provide an element of fun while
supporting the story and national curriculum dk reads is created in consultation with literacy experts and adheres to levelled reading
scheme guidelines so the grammar vocabulary and content are absolutely right now available with text that lights up as you read along
and playful images and sounds

Tell Me the Difference Between an Alligator and a Crocodile 2015-01-16

a little boy saves a crocodile s life only to have the animal threaten to eat him

Snappy Crocodile Tale 1976-09

a family of birds stumble across an egg in the bush and take it home with them the family are thrilled when a little crocodile hatches
from the egg but the other animals are a little confused why do you keep him they ask is it because he s helpful he is helpful replies the
family but that s not why we keep him as croccy gets bigger the bush animals become more confused is it because he s beautiful is it
because he s fun is it because he makes a great coat rack is that it is that why you keep him croccy is beautiful and he is fun and he does
make a great coat rack but that s not why the family keep him they keep croccy because he belongs with them and that s that a
crocodile in the family is a beautiful picture book with a whole lot of heart about family in all its shapes and sizes it s the perfect bedtime
read for kids aged 3 a sweet message about belonging and acceptance with plenty of quirky details that little kids will love west
australian

A Crocodile's Tale 2020-08-25

introduces crocodiles discussing the life cycle physical characteristics and eating habits of the species
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A Crocodile in the Family 2011-08-15

lying upon a beach along the nile omar the crocodile watches some elegantly dressed ladies stroll by in their talk he hears mention of a
crocodile store that sells marvelous things and he decides to find it down the river across the sea overland he travels to the beautiful city
of paris where his friendly overtures terrify people into unconsciousness or drive them up trees in fright through the deserted streets
he searches until at last he finds it but what a disappointment the things sold in the crocodile store are not for crocodiles at all they re all
made from crocodile skin how omar takes sweet revenge becomes a clever and funny ending ecology was never more charming

A Crocodile�s Life 2009-10-01

after his father s heart attack in 1984 peter godwin began a series of pilgrimages back to zimbabwe the land of his birth from manhattan
where he now lives on these frequent visits to check on his elderly parents he bore witness to zimbabwe s dramatic spiral downwards
into the jaws of violent chaos presided over by an increasingly enraged dictator and yet long after their comfortable lifestyle had been
shattered and millions were fleeing his parents refuse to leave steadfast in their allegiance to the failed state that has been their adopted
home for 50 years then godwin discovered a shocking family secret that helped explain their loyalty africa was his father s sanctuary
from another identity another world when a crocodile eats the sun is a stirring memoir of the disintegration of a family set against the
collapse of a country but it is also a vivid portrait of the profound strength of the human spirit and the enduring power of love

Crocodile, Crocodile 2008-04-10

a little child has always wanted a brother or sister but instead got a crocodile a little child longs for a brother or sister but instead gets a
crocodile it follows them around all day long causing terrible trouble at teatime and big bother at bedtime but without the crocodile the
child is sad only the crocodile knows how to be a royal dragon or a big green slide or a pirate island the child always wanted a brother or
sister but getting a crocodile is much better this heartwarming tale is full of beautiful illustrations that will appeal to all children
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When a Crocodile Eats the Sun 2013-02-28

with shocking speed a crocodile can lunge at its prey and grab it with its strong jaws and razor sharp teeth readers will learn about what
makes crocodiles such deadly predators from their hunting styles to what they like to eat fun facts and an amazing but true section will
thrill readers and give them a closer look at the lives of these awesome creatures

I Got a Crocodile 2001

uncle pete tells the scary story of living in the belly of a crocodile for twenty years

A Crocodile in the Pool 2016-10-06

in attacked by a crocodile readers learn of actual human wildlife encounters creature information survival strategies and attack statistics
true survivor stories and quotes show the reality of sharing our world with one of earth s most cunning and powerful species abdo
daughters is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

Crocodiles 2015

in this retelling of a shona folktale from zimbabwe a girl promises a crocodile he can come to a party in exchange for a favor but since
crocodiles aren t allowed in the village she doesn t expect she ll have to keep the promise

Could a Crocodile Play Basketball? 2009-10

long snout big teeth hard scales lives in warm climates is it an alligator or a crocodile readers will learn how these beasts from the age of
dinosaurs are alike and how they differ
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The Crocodile Song 2010-01-01

it is about an orphan girl called tambudzai tambudzai stays with her grandmother the two live in abject poverty manifested by a
monotonous diet of sadza thick maize meal porridge served with wild vegetables or mufushwa dried cowpeas leaves as relish everyday
to break the monotony tambudzai goes out fishing in a crocodile infested mighty save river she catches a lot of fish she is attacked by a
crocodile the crocodile drags her across a pool in the river and into a tunnel that leads to its nest the crocodile dumps into its nest what it
thought was a corpse to feed its young ones the young crocodiles hungrily attack tambudzai trying to tear off some flesh from her body
tambudzai recovers consciousness and kills all the young crocodiles she burrows her way out of the crocodile nest in a bid to escape on
coming to check on its young ones the mother crocodile finds them all dead it follows tambudzai s foot prints and crawls out of the nest
through the same hole tambudzai had made and used once outside it sees tambudzai and it goes after her to avenge for the death of its
young ones tambudzai tries to quicken her step but she cannot run fast because her leg was broken during the attack tambudzai is saved
by some dogs that were chasing a duiker the duiker passed between the crocodile and tambudzai the dogs saw the crocodile and attacked
it this gave tambudzai a chance to escape from the jaws of the crocodile

Attacked by a Crocodile 2016-07

a crocodile that longs to be a pet sneaks into a house hides in the pages of a picture book during the day and comes out at night to do kind
and useful things for the family while they sleep

Party Croc! 2018-08-01

the year is 1811 the place is lyme regis a small town on the south coast of england which was growing in popularity as a seaside resort
the crocodile is the story of mary anning who when she was only 11 years old made the stupendous discovery of a fossil dinosaur on the
nearby cliffs the creature was described as a crocodile in deference to a church which could not accept that unknown species could have
lived and died the napoleonic wars were being fought at that time britain and france were enemies and french spies could be found
even in lyme regis a danger to all concerned
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Alligators and Crocodiles 2023-08-19

could a crocodile play basketball provides a hilarious and informative introduction into the life of a crocodile by imagining animals in
everyday scenarios readers can learn about their size diet and other features imagine that a crocodile left his home and came to stay what
might he get up to it may be a struggle to feed him crocodiles swallow stones to help grind up the food in their stomachs engaging
question and answer format will keep young readers entertained and help them to understand and retain animal facts the new titles in
this series are could a crocodile play basketball 978 1 78171 586 4 would an elephant enjoy the seaside 978 1 78171 585 7

How to Fix the Smile of a Crocodile 2014-05

in this story we meet chester a timid crocodile who was not like other crocodiles in fact he was very different whoever heard of a
crocodile that was afraid of the water join chester on his magical journey as he tries to overcome his fears and become the crocodile he s
always wanted to be

The Jaws of A Crocodile 2013

by popular demand the 100th who was subject is steve irwin steve irwin did not have a typical childhood born in melbourne australia
on february 22 1962 he was raised on the wildlife park his parents owned he cared for the animals and especially loved reptiles he got a
python for his sixth birthday at nine years old steve was already helping his father wrestle small crocodiles he became a crocodile
trapper after graduating high school catching the creatures before dangerous poachers could steve met his wife terri at his family s park
and instead of a honeymoon the pair filmed a wildlife documentary that led to the creation of the well known series the crocodile
hunter tragically steve was killed on september 4 2006 while filming a documentary when a stingray attacked piercing his heart he
was forty four years old however his life s work obviously still strikes a chord with kids who voted him the winner of the 100th who
was title
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The Kindhearted Crocodile 1997

there were only a very few rich animals in the world and the richest by far was a crocodile he lived in a crumbly old mansion in africa
and had everything his heart desired a movie theater a beautiful garden loads of cars and airplanes a library stuffed with books a loyal
servant but still there seemed to be something missing then one day as he looks out at the african plains he sees a group of animals in a
watering hole having loads of fun it s then that the crocodile begins to realize what s missing packed with exotic animals and vibrant
artwork this is a wonderfully entertaining tale about friendship and the adventure of living

A Crocodile to Tea 1972

The Crocodile 2015-08-17

Could a Crocodile Play Basketball? 2009-06

The Crocodile Who Was Afraid of the Water 2015-05-19

Who Was Steve Irwin? 2003

The Richest Crocodile in the World
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